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Locative Media

devices and resources: 
• GPS
• Cell phones
• Satellites 
• Programming languages: JAVA, C++, 
Python, PHP



GPSart.net
• I have to - and that's an unconditional injunction - I 
have to welcome the Other whoever he or she is 
unconditionally, without asking for a document, a 
name, a context, or a passport. That is the very first 
opening of my relation to the Other: to open my space, 
my home - my house, my language, my culture, my 
nation, my state, and myself. I don't have to open it, 
because it is open, it is open before I make a decision 
about it: then I have to keep it open or try to keep it 
open unconditionally. But of course this 
unconditionality is a frightening thing, it's scary. If we 
decide everyone will be able to enter my space, my 
house, my home, my city, my state, my language, and 
if we think what I think, namely that this is entering 
my space unconditionally may well be able to displace 
everything in my space, to upset, to undermine, to 
even destroy, then the worst may happen and I am 
open to this, the best and the worst. (Jacques Derrida 
lecture at Sussex University) 



GPS

• 22 satellites
• Working 24/7
• It can locate devices everywhere
• It works based on Latitude and 
Longitude
• It’s free…



GPSart.net
• The GPSart project proposes transform the representation 
of the cities through the creative intervention of the users 
on the maps using their own cell/mobile phones, in this 
case, in the Google Maps, using a software (GPSart) 
especially developed for the interactors. With the software, 
the user can draw images and paint lines with colors on the 
routes chosen in the Map of the city where he is. The GPSart
software locates the user by GPS (Latitude and Longitude) 
and paints lines where the user walked with his cell phone 
with GPS in the "real world" on the Map, intervening directly 
in the city representation, in this case, on the Map of the 
city. Everybody who has a cell phone with GPS or a GPS 
device can draw lines on the Maps with this system. The 
user only needs to fill in a register form on the GPSart
software after install the program in his cell phone to start 
drawing his own images and traces in the Map of the city 
where he is located.



GPSart.net



Cellhost
A project to create a web server 
on a cell phone device
devices:
Cell phone: 
- 8gb resident memory
- 16gb memory card
- 500mhz processor
- Ports 8080 and 2020 
(carrier responsibility)
- Tomcat or Apache server 
systems







GPSface.com

• Social network
• GPSface allows you to share with your 
contact list your real position in real 
time
• It is a website and a software (MIDlet) 
for cell phones



WIP2P

• A P2P software for 
cell phones:
• Goal: create a online 
community for people to 
share their FILES using 
a wireless device 
(cell phone or palm)
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